1) The meeting was called to order at 4:35pm by GSA President Zhe He

2) Attendees:
   E-board: Zhe He, Kirtan Shah, Heng Wang, Yalin Zhu, Tejas Agarwal
   Voting Members (12): Rianka Bhattacharya, Vishal Nakhak, Jamil Wilkins, Roger Tagne, Ram, Santoshk, etc.
   GSA Faculty Advisor: Dr. Ziavras
   Clubs: ISPE, Deep CS, IS club, SANSKAR, AIAA, SWE

3) Approval of Last Minutes of meeting vote:
   In favor: 9/9

4) Office hour notice: representative have to be on duty in Representative Office CC 458

5) Department of Biological Science representative vote: Caroline
   In favor: 12/12

6) CPT issues and application deadline for May graduation feedback (4:45 pm – 5:01 pm)
   The credit fees of CPT, if students switch the company, they have to pay CPT fees for these two companies. For PhD students, according to the payment company offers, if the company offers more payment than stipend, the school will not pay for

7) Upcoming GSA events (5:01 pm – 5:17pm)
   a. GSA ice cream social: 4:30 pm on Oct 10
      Create common calendar to remind common events organized by different club.
   b. Fall Foliage Trip on Oct 26. Zhe will send email to notice on Oct 10
   c. The 9th GSA Annual Research Day on Oct 31, CC Atrium
      Total 75 abstracts, GSA will send email to notice the event, add key words for abstract.
      Continue contacting professors to judge the abstracts.


9) Club Announcement
   Sanskar: General Assembly, cricket tournament, Garba night
   SWE: Mentorship end of October, application date: Oct 17 online
   Biological Science: (C2) fellowship for teaching in high school, ask undergrad and grad to participate. Contact: c2prismnjit@gmail.com
   Kirtan: Announcement of Budget freezing for clubs, alternative representative in case of emergency.

10) Other matters:
    Alternative representative of material science: Vishal
        In favor: 12/12
    Alternative representative of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering: Preetham Reddy Mantheni
        In favor: 12/12